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As a developer, you are aware of the increasing concern amongst developers and site architects that websites be able to handle the vast number of visitors that flood the Internet on a daily basis. Scalable Internet Architecture addresses these concerns by teaching you both good and bad design methodologies for building new sites and how to scale existing websites to robust, high-availability websites. Primarily example-based, the book discusses major topics in web architectural design, presenting existing solutions and how they work. Technology budget tight? This book will work for you, too, as it introduces new and innovative concepts to solving traditionally expensive problems without a large technology budget. Using open source and proprietary examples, you will be engaged in best practice design methodologies for building new sites, as well as appropriately scaling both growing and shrinking sites. Website development help has arrived in the form of Scalable Internet Architecture.

About author
Theo Schlossnagle is a principal at OmniTI Computer Consulting, where he provides expert consulting services related to scalable internet architectures, database replication, and email infrastructure. He is the creator of the Backhand Project and the Ecelerity MTA, and spends most of his time solving the scalability problems that arise in high-performance and highly distributed systems.
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React: Up & Running: Building Web ApplicationsO'Reilly, 2016

	Hit the ground running with React, the open-source technology from Facebook for building rich web applications fast. With this practical guide, Facebook web developer Stoyan Stefanov teaches you how to build components--React's basic building blocks--and organize them into maintainable, large-scale apps. If you're familiar with...
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Georg CantorPrinceton Press, 1990
One of the greatest revolutions in mathematics occurred when Georg Cantor (1845-1918) promulgated his theory of transfinite sets. This revolution is the subject of Joseph Dauben's important studythe most thorough yet writtenof the philosopher and mathematician who was once called a "corrupter of youth" for an innovation that is now a...
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Set Theory and Its Philosophy: A Critical IntroductionOxford University Press, 2004
Michael Potter presents a comprehensive new philosophical introduction to set theory.  Anyone wishing to work on the logical foundations of mathematics must understand set theory, which lies at its heart.  What makes the book unique is that it interweaves a careful presentation of the technical material with a penetrating philosophical critique....
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The Holy Spirit and the Christian Life: Historical, Interdisciplinary, and Renewal Perspectives (Charis: Christianity and Renewal-Interdisciplinary Studies)Palgrave Macmillan, 2014

	Twelve scholars from the biblical, historical, theological, and philosophical disciplines engage in a conversation on the transforming work of the Holy Spirit in the Christian life. The essays are held together by an enduring focus and concern to explore the relationship between the work of the Holy Spirit and Christian formation, discipleship,...
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MacroeconomicsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004

	We wrote the first edition of this textbook in the firm belief that there was scope for a

	different approach to teaching students macroeconomics. This approach is one that

	pays great attention to real-world data and actual events and also reflects a belief that

	both economic models and current research could be made accessible to...
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Handbook of Research on Fuzzy Information Processing in DatabasesInformation Science Publishing, 2008
Information technology is one of the most rapidly changing disciplines, especially with the fuzzy extension. Fuzzy databases have been studied in many works and papers but, in general, these works study some particular area and many works are theoretical works, with very few real applications.
The Handbook of Research on Fuzzy...
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